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We have analyzed identified particle transverse momentum spectra in high multiplicity events in pp
collisions at LHC energies

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 0.9–13 TeV published by the CMS Collaboration using the color string
percolation model (CSPM). In CSPM color strings are formed after the collision, which decay into new
strings through color neutral q − q̄ pairs production.With the increase in thepp collisions energy number of
strings grow and randomly statistically overlap producing higher string tension of the composite strings. The
net color in the overlap string area is a vector sum of the randomly oriented strings. The Schwinger color
string breaking mechanism produces these color neutral q − q̄ pairs at time ∼1 fm/c, which subsequently
hadronize. The initial temperature is extracted both in low and highmultiplicity events.The shear viscosity to
entropy density ratios η=s are obtained as a function of temperature. For the higher multiplicity events atffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 7 and 13 TeV the initial temperature is above the universal hadronization temperature and is consistent
with the creation of deconfinedmatter. The η=s is similar to that in Auþ Au collisions at

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 200 GeV.
The small value of η=s above the universal hadronization temperature suggested that the matter is a strongly
coupled quark gluon plasma. In these small systems it can be argued that the thermalization is a consequence
of the quantum tunneling through the event horizon introduced by the quarks confined in the colliding
nucleons and their deceleration due to string formation, in analogy to the Hawking-Unruh radiation which
provides a stochastic approach to equilibrium. The disk areas cluster on the nucleon transverse collision area.
At the 2D percolation threshold amacroscopic spanning cluster suddenly occurs at the temperature Ti ¼ Th,
representing a small connected droplet of q − q̄ pairs, the quark-gluon plasma (QGP). Th is the universal
hadronization temperature ∼167.7 MeV. The collision energy dependent buildup of the 2D percolation
clusters defines the temperature range 159� 9 MeV of the crossover transition between hadrons to the QGP
in reasonable agreement with the lattice quantum chromodynamics (LQCD) pseudocritical temperature
value of 155� 9 MeV. Color string percolation model is the new initial stage paradigm for the study of the
high density matter produced in pp and Aþ A collisions. With CSPM we can directly explore the
thermodynamics of the QGP above the universal hadronization temperature.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.100.114040

I. INTRODUCTION

The observation of high total multiplicity, high transverse
energy, nonjet, and isotropic events ledVanHove to conclude
that high energy density events are produced in high energy
p̄p collisions [1]. In these events the transverse energy is
proportional to the number of low transverse momentum
particles. This basic correspondence has been previously

explored over a wide range of the charged particle pseudor-
apidity density hdNc=dηi in p̄p collisions at center of
mass energy

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 1.8 TeV [2]. The analysis of charged
particle transverse momentum in p̄p exhibits flow velocity
of mesons and antibaryons also indicating the possible
evidence of quark-gluon plasma (QGP) formation [3].
Fermilab experiment E-735 found a multiplicity independent
freeze-out energy density∼1.1 GeV=fm3 at a temperature of
∼175 MeV further suggested that deconfined matter is
produced in p̄p collisions. The multiplicity dependent freeze
out volumewas measured using Hanbury-Brown-Twiss pion
correlations. Identified particle ratios were used to measure
the universal hadronization temperature [4].
The objective of the present work is to explore the initial

stage of high energy pp collisions at LHC energies by
analyzing the published CMS data [5,6] on the transverse
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momentum spectra of pions using the framework of the
clustering of color sources [7]. This phenomenology has
been successfully used to describe the initial stages in the
soft region in high energy heavy ion collisions [7–15].
This requires the measurement of the initial thermalized

(maximum entropy) temperature and the initial energy
density at time ∼1 fm=c of the hot matter produced in
these high energy nucleon-nucleon collisions. Lattice
quantum chromodynamics simulations (LQCD) indicate
that the nonperturbative region of hot QCD matter extends
up to temperature of 400 MeV, well above the universal
hadronization temperature [16].
The initiating colliding quarks and antiquarks interact to

form a large number of color strings. The nonperturbative
Schwinger particle creating mechanism in quantum electro-
dynamics QED2, with massless fermions, was derived in an
exact gauge invariant calculation [17]. QED2 contains a
single space and time coordinate. Confinement, charge
screening, asymptotic freedom and the existence of a neutral
bound state boson in QED2 closely models QCD. When
string color fields are present, the Schwinger QED2 string
breakingmechanism lifts color neutral qq̄ pairs fromvacuum
[18]. Schwinger mechanism has also been used in the decay
of color flux tubes produced by the quark-gluon plasma for
modeling the initial stages in heavy ion collisions [19–21].
With the increase of the number of strings the strings start

to overlap to form clusters on the transverse nucleon
interaction plane. At a critical string density, a macroscopic
2D spanning cluster suddenly appears consisting of a
connected system of colored disks. When the Schwinger
string breaking mechanism produces the qq̄, this connected
system represents a small droplet of quark-gluon plasma.
With the increasing string density the number of random
statistical overlaps of the strings also form composite strings
with a higher string tension. The general result is an increase
in the average transverse momentum of the qq̄ pairs and a
reduction in the multiplicity expected from nonoverlapping
strings. The buildup of the color cluster structure with
increasing beam energies correctly models the crossover
phase transition between hadrons and theQGP, in agreement
with LQCD. An event horizon is formed by the initiating
confined quarks in the colliding nucleons and the nucleon
deceleration due to string formation. Barrier penetration of
the event horizon leads to a partial loss of information and is
the reason for the stochastic thermalization of the qq̄ pairs.
This maximum entropy temperature Ti is increased by the
higher string tension of the composite strings. The combi-
nation of the Schwinger QED2 string breaking mechanism,
the string density dependent cluster formation and the 2D
percolation clustering phase transition, are the basic ele-
ments of the nonperturbative color string percolation model
(CSPM) that has been previously used to study QGP
formation in heavy ion (Aþ A) collisions [7].
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the 2D

percolation by random clustering of finite area disks is

presented and in Sec. III the SU(3) overlapping of strings
are discussed. The measurement of color suppression factor
FðξÞ and its relation to temperature are presented in
Secs. IV and V. The Hawking-Unruh effect and thermali-
zation is discussed in Sec. VII. Sections VI to VIII deals
with the shear viscosity to entropy density ratio, trace
anomaly and equation of state respectively.

II. 2D PERCOLATION BY RANDOM
CLUSTERING OF FINITE DISCS

A simple example of percolation is the 2-dimensional
continuous percolation [22]. Let us distribute small discs of
area πr20 randomly on a large surface, allowing overlap
between them. As the number of disks increases clusters of
overlapping discs start to form. If we regard the disks as
small drops of water, how many drops are needed to form a
puddle crossing the considered surface? Given N disks, the
disk density is ρ ¼ N=S where S is the surface area. The
average cluster size increases with ρ, and at a certain critical
value ρc the macroscopic cluster spans the whole surface as
shown in Fig. 1 [23]. The critical value ρc ¼ 1.2

πr2
0

. for the for

the onset of 2D continuum percolation was determined by
numerical and Monte Carlo simulations [22]. In the
thermodynamical limit corresponding to N → ∞, keeping
ρ fixed, the distribution of overlaps of the disks is
Poissonian with a mean value ξ ¼ ρπr20, ξ being a dimen-
sionless quantity

Pn ¼
ξn

n!
e−ξ: ð1Þ

Hence the fraction of the total area covered by disks is
1 − e−ξ [22]. For the critical value of 1.2 approximately
2=3 of the area is covered by discs. This onset of the
spanning cluster is used in identifying the connected
structure in multistring excitations.

III. THE RANDOM SU(3) OVERLAPPING OF
SINGLE STRINGS AND COLOR SOURCES

Multiparticle production is currently described in terms
of color strings stretched between the partons of the
projectile and the target. The strings decay into new ones
by sea q − q̄ production, and subsequently hadronize to

FIG. 1. Left panel: Disconnected disks, Middle: Cluster for-
mation, Right panel: Overlapping discs forming a cluster of
communication [23].
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produce the observed hadrons. The color in these strings is
confined to small area in the transverse space, πr20, with
r0 ≈ 0.2–0.25 fm [7].
With increasing energy and atomic number of the

colliding particles, the number of strings grow and start
to overlap, forming clusters, very much like discs in the
continuum two dimensional (2D) percolation theory. At a
certain critical density ξc ∼ 1.2 a macroscopic cluster
appears, which marks the percolation phase transition.
For nuclear collisions, this density corresponds to ξ ¼
Ns

S1
SA

where Ns is the total number of strings created in the

collision, each one of area S1 ¼ πr20 and SA corresponds to
the nuclear overlap area.
The percolation theory governs the geometrical pattern

of string clustering. Its observable implications, however,
require the introduction of some dynamics in order to
describe the behavior of the cluster formed by several
overlapping strings. We assume that a cluster of n strings
behaves as a single string with an energy-momentum that
corresponds to the sum of the energy-momenta of the
overlapping strings and with a higher color field, corre-
sponding to the vectorial sum of color charges of each
individual string Q⃗1. The resulting color field covers the

area Sn of the cluster. As Q⃗2
n ¼ ðPn

1 Q⃗1Þ2, and the
individual string colors may be oriented in an arbitrary
manner respective to each other, the average Q⃗1i Q⃗1j is

zero, and Q⃗2
n ¼ nQ⃗2

1. Q⃗1 depends also on the area S1 of
each individual string that comes into the cluster, as well as
on the total area of the cluster Sn [24,25]

Qn ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nSn
S1

s
Q1: ð2Þ

We take S1 constant and equal to a disk of radius r0. Sn
corresponds to the total area occupied by n disks, which of
course can be different for different configurations even if
the clusters have the same number of strings. If the strings
are just touching each other, Sn ¼ nS1 and Qn ¼ nQ1, so
the strings act independently to each other. On the contrary,
if they fully overlap Sn ¼ S1 and Qn ¼

ffiffiffi
n

p
Q1, then we

obtain a reduction in the color charge. Knowing the color
charge Q⃗n, one can compute the multiplicity μn and the
mean transverse momentum squared hp2

t in of the particles
produced by a cluster, which are proportional to the color
charge and color field, respectively,

μn ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nSn
S1

s
μ1; hp2

t in ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nS1
Sn

s
hp2

t i1; ð3Þ

where μ1 and hp2
t i1 are the mean multiplicity and transverse

momentum squared of particles produced from a single
string. In the thermodynamic limit Eq. (3), can be written as
[24,25].

μnhp2
t in ¼ nμ1hp2

t i1;
μn

hp2
t in

¼ Sn
S1

μn
hp2

t i1
: ð4Þ

The first relation denotes that the product is an extensive
quantity, while the second one indicates that each cluster
satisfies a scaling law that is nothing but Gauss theorem.
Moreover, in the limit of high density ξ, one obtains the
average value for nS1=Sn�

n
S1
Sn

�
¼ ξ

1 − e−ξ
≡ 1

FðξÞ2 : ð5Þ

and the Eqs. (4) and (5) transform into the analytical ones

μn ¼ nFðξÞμ1; hp2
t in ¼ hp2

t i1=FðξÞ: ð6Þ

IV. THE MEASUREMENT OF THE
COLOR SUPPRESSION FACTOR FðξÞ

In order to compute the transverse momentum distribu-
tion, we make use of the parametrization of the exper-
imental data of pt distribution in low energy pp collisionsffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 200 GeV

d2Nc=dp2
t ¼ a=ðp0 þ ptÞα; ð7Þ

where a is the normalization factor, p0 and α are fitting
parameters with p0 ¼ 1.98 and α ¼ 12.87 [11]. This
parametrization is used in high multiplicity pp collisions
to take into account the interactions of the strings [7].

p0 → p0

�hnS1=Snimult
pp

hnS1=Snipp

�1=4

; ð8Þ

In pp collision at low energies only two strings are
exchanged with small probability of interactions, so that
hnS1=Snipp ≃ 1. which transforms Eq. (7) into

d2Nc

dp2
T
¼ a

ðp0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
FðξÞpp=FðξÞmult

pp

q
þ pTÞα

; ð9Þ

where FðξÞmult
pp is the multiplicity dependent color suppres-

sion factor. In pp collisions FðξÞpp ∼ 1 at low energies
due to the low overlap probability. The spectra were fitted
using Eq. (9) in the softer sector with pt in the range
0.12–1.0 GeV=c.
In the thermodynamic limit the color suppression factor

FðξÞ is related to the percolation density parameter ξ
given by

FðξÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − e−ξ

ξ

s
: ð10Þ

In the present work we have extracted FðξÞ in high
multiplicity events in pp collisions using CMS data from
the transversemomentum spectra of pions at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 0.9, 2.76,
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7, and 13 TeV [5,6]. Figure 2 shows a transverse momentum
spectra for two multiplicity cuts at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 7 TeV. For
comparison purposes, the spectra from pp collisionsffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 200 GeV is also shown. The spectra becomes harder
for higher multiplicity cuts. This is due to the fact that high
string density color sources are created in the higher
multiplicity events.
Figure 3 shows the extracted value of FðξÞ as a function

ofNtracks from CMS experiment for
ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 0.9–13 TeV. It is
observed that the FðξÞ has lower value for high multiplicity
events and increases for lowmultiplicity events. To compare

with the heavy ions results with the pp one need to
normalized Ntracks with the interaction area in pp collisions.
The interaction area S⊥ ¼ πR2

pp has been computed in the
IP-Glasma model, where Rpp is the interaction radius 4.
This is based on an impact parameter description of pp
collisions, combined with an underlying description of
particle production based on the theory of color glass
condensate [26]. For the higher multiplicity events the
interaction radius Rpp is approximately a linear function of
the charged particle multiplicity. In the IP-Glasma model
Rpp is dependent on gluon multiplicity [26]

Rpp¼fppðdNg=dyÞ1=3

fpp¼
�
0.387þ0.0335xþ0.274x2−0.0542x3; if x<3.4;

1.538 if x≥3.4:

ð11Þ

The gluon multiplicity dNg=dy is related to the number of
tracks seen in the CMS experiment by

dNg=dy ≈ ð3=2Þ 1

Δη
Ntrack; ð12Þ

where Δη ∼ 4.8 units of pseudorapidity. The interaction
cross section S⊥ as a function ofNtracks=Δη, using Eqs. (11),
is shown in Fig. 4. S⊥ increases with the multiplicity and for
very high multiplicities it is approximately constant.
Figure 5 shows the extracted value of FðξÞ as a function

of Ntracks=Δη scaled by the interaction area S⊥ from the
CMS experiment for

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 0.9–13 TeV. Ntracks is the total
charged particle multiplicity in the region jηj < 2.4 with
Δη ∼ 4.8 units of pseudorapidity.
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FIG. 2. Transverse momentum spectra of pions from CMS
experiment at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 7 TeV for two different multiplicity
cuts Ntrack ¼ 131 (red solid circle) and Ntrack ¼ 75 (green solid
circle) [5]. For comparison purposes, the pt spectra from pp atffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 200 GeV is also shown (solid blue circle) [7].
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The results from FNAL (Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory) E735 experiment on p̄p collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼
1.8 TeV is also shown in Fig. 5 [28]. In the E735 experi-
ment the total charged particle multiplicity was 10 < Nc <
200 in the pseudorapidity range jηj < 3.25 with Δη ∼ 6.5
units of pseudorapidity. It is observed that the E735 results
follow the trend as seen in CMS data. The decrease in FðξÞ
for high multiplicity events is due to the high string density
created in theses events.

V. RELATIONSHIP OF FðξÞ TO THE
INITIAL TEMPERATURE

The connection between FðξÞ and the temperature TðξÞ
involves the Schwinger mechanism for particle production
[7,17,29]. The Schwinger distribution for massless particles
is expressed in terms of p2

t [7,29]

dn=dp2
t ∼ expð−πp2

t =x2Þ ð13Þ

where the average value of the string tension is hx2i. The
tension of the macroscopic cluster fluctuates around its
mean value because the chromoelectric field is not constant.
The origin of the string fluctuation is related to the
stochastic picture of the QCD vacuum. Since the average
value of the color field strength must vanish, it cannot be
constant but changes randomly from point to point [30].
Such fluctuations lead to a Gaussian distribution of the
string tension

dn
dp2

t
∼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

hx2i

s Z
∞

0

dx exp
�
−

x2

2hx2i
�
exp
�
−π

p2
t

x2

�
ð14Þ

which gives rise to thermal distribution [30]

dn
dp2

t
∼ exp

 
−pt

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π

hx2i

s !
; ð15Þ

with hx2i ¼ πhp2
t i1=FðξÞ. The temperature is expressed as

[11,29]

TðξÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hp2

t i1
2FðξÞ

s
: ð16Þ

We will adopt the point of view that the universal
hadronization temperature is a good measure of the upper
end of the cross over phase transition temperature Th [31].
The single string average transverse momentum hp2

t i1
is calculated at ξc ¼ 1.2 with the universal hadroniza-
tion temperature Th ¼ 167.7� 2.6 MeV [31]. This givesffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hp2

t i1
p

¼ 207.2� 3.3 MeV.
In this way at ξc ¼ 1.2 the connectivity percolation

transition at TðξcÞ models the thermal deconfinement
transition. The temperature obtained using Eq. (16) was
∼193.6 MeV for Auþ Au collisions at

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 200 GeV
in reasonable agreement with Ti¼221�19stat�19sysMeV
from the enhanced direct photon experiment measured by
the PHENIX Collaboration [32]. For Pb-Pb collisions atffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 2.76 TeV the temperature is ∼262.2 MeV for
0%–5% centrality [11]. The direct photon measurements
from ALICE gives the temperature of Ti ¼ 304� 51 MeV
[33]. The agreement with the measured temperature shows
that the temperature obtained using Eq. (16) can be termed
as the initial temperature of the percolation cluster. Figure 6
shows a plot of temperature as a function of Ntracks=Δη
scaled by S⊥. Temperature from both hadron-hadron and
nucleus-nucleus collisions fall on a universal curve when
multiplicity is scaled by the transverse interaction area. The
horizontal line at ∼167.7 MeV is the universal hadroniza-
tion temperature obtained from the systematic comparison
of the statistical thermal model parametrization of hadron
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abundances measured in high energy eþe−, pp and Aþ A
collisions [31]. In Fig. 6 for

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 7 and 13 TeV higher
multiplicity cuts show temperatures above the hadroniza-
tion temperature and similar to those observed in Auþ Au
collisions at

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 200 GeV.

VI. HAWKING-UNRUH EFFECT, EVENT
HORIZON, AND THE STOCHASTIC

THERMALIZATION

Recently, it has been suggested that fast thermalization in
heavy ion collisions can occur through the existence of an
event horizon caused by a rapid deceleration of the
colliding nuclei [34,35]. The thermalization in this case
is due to the Hawking-Unruh effect [36,37].
It is well known that the black holes evaporate by

quantum pair production and behave as if they have an
effective temperature of

TH ¼ 1

8πGM
; ð17Þ

where 1=4GM is the acceleration of gravity at the surface of
a black hole of mass M. The rate of pair production in the
gravitational background of the black hole can be evaluated
by considering the tunneling through the event horizon.
Unruh showed that a similar effect arises in a uniformly
accelerated frame, where an observer detects the thermal
radiation with the temperature T ¼ a=2, where a is the
acceleration. Similarly, in hadronic interactions the prob-
ability to produce states of masses M due to the chromo-
electric field E and color charge is given by the Schwinger
mechanism [17]

WM ∼ exp

�
−πM2

gE

�
∼ expð−M=TÞ; ð18Þ

which is similar to the Boltzmann weight in a heat bath with
an effective temperature

T ¼ a
2π

; a ¼ 2gE
M

: ð19Þ

In CSPM the strong color field inside the large cluster
produces deceleration of the primary qq̄ pair which can be
seen as a thermal temperature by means of the Hawking-
Unruh effect [36,37]. This implies that the radiation
temperature is determined by the transverse extension of
the color flux tube/cluster in terms of the string tension
[34,35].

T ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
σ

2π

r
ð20Þ

The string percolation density parameter ξ which character-
izes the percolation clusters measures the initial temper-
ature via the color reduction factor F(ξ). Since the cluster
covers most of the interaction area, this temperature
becomes a global temperature.

VII. THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
OF SHEAR VISCOSITY TO ENTROPY

DENSITY RATIO

The relativistic kinetic theory relation for the shear
viscosity over entropy density ratio, η=s is given by [38,39]

η

s
≃
Tλmfp

5
ð21Þ

where T is the temperature and λmfp is the mean free path
given by

λmfp ∼
1

ðnσtrÞ
ð22Þ

n is the number density of an ideal gas of quarks and gluons
and σtr the transport cross section for these constituents. In
CSPM the number density is given by the effective number
of sources per unit volume

n ¼ Nsources

SNL
; ð23Þ

where L is the longitudinal extension of the source L ≃
1.0 fm [18,29]. The area occupied by the strings is related
to the percolation density parameter ξ through the relation
ð1 − e−ξÞSN . Thus the effective number of sources is given
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by the total area occupied by the strings divided by the
effective area of the string S1FðξÞ.

Nsources ¼
ð1 − e−ξÞSN
S1FðξÞ

: ð24Þ

In general Nsources is smaller than the number of single
strings. Nsources equals the number of strings Ns in the limit
of ξ ¼ 0. The number density of sources from Eqs. (24) and
(23) becomes

n ¼ ð1 − e−ξÞ
S1FðξÞL

: ð25Þ

The transport cross section σtr is the transverse area of the
effective string S1FðξÞ. Thus σtr is directly proportional to
1
T2, which is in agreement with the estimated dependence of
σtr on the temperature [39]. The mean free path is given by

λmfp ¼ L
ð1 − e−ξÞ : ð26Þ

For large values of ξ the λmfp reaches a constant value. η=s
is obtained from ξ and the temperature

η

s
¼ TL

5ð1 − e−ξÞ ð27Þ

Below ξc, as the temperature increases, the string density
increases and the area is filled rapidly and λmfp and η=s
decrease sharply. Above ξc, more than 2=3 of the area are
already covered by strings, and therefore the area is not
filling as fast and the relatively small decrease of λmfp is
compensated by the rising of temperature, resulting in a
smooth increase of η=s. The behavior of η=s is dominated
by the fractional area covered by strings. This is not
surprising because η=s is the ability to transport momenta
at large distances and that has to do with the density of
voids in the matter.
Figure 7(a) shows η=s as a function of the temperature

[13]. The lower bound shown in Fig. 7(a) is given by the
AdS=CFT conjecture [40]. The results from pp collisions
from

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 13 TeV shows a very small η=s and that is 2.7
times the AdS=CFT conjectured lower bound 1=4π. The
theoretical estimates of η=s has been obtained as a function
of temperature for both the weakly interacting (wQGP) and
strongly interacting (sQGP) coupled QCD plasma are
shown in Fig. 7(a) [38].
η=s has also been obtained in several other calculations

for pure glue matter [43], in the semiquark gluon plasma
[44] and in a quasi particle description [45]. In pure SU(3)
gluodynamics a conservative upper bound for η=s was
obtained η=s ¼ 0.134ð33Þ at T ¼ 1.65Tc [46]. In the

quasiparticle approach also low η=s ∼ 0.2 is obtained for
T > 1.05Tc and rises very slowly with the increase in
temperature [47]. In CSPM also η=s grows slowly with
temperature as 0.16T=Tc.

VIII. THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
OF THE TRACE ANOMALY

The trace anomaly is the expectation value of the trace of
the energy-momentum tensor, hΘμ

μi ¼ ðε − 3pÞ, which
measures the deviation from conformal behavior and thus
identifies the interaction still present in the medium [48].
The inverse of η=s also measures how strong are the
interactions in the medium and therefore we expect a
similar behavior as seen in the trace anomaly [15].
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FIG. 7. (a). η=s as a function of temperature T using Eq. (27) forffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 0.9, 2.76, 7 and 13 TeV. The lower bound shown is given
by the AdS=CFT [40]. For comparison purposes the results from
Auþ Au and Pbþ Pb at

ffiffiffi
s

p
NN ¼ 200 GeV and 2.76 TeV

respectively are also shown as solid squares for 0-5% centrality
[7]. (b). The trace anomaly Δ ¼ ðε − 3pÞ=T4 vs temperature.
Blue open squares are from HotQCD Collaboration [41]. Black
stars are from Wuppertal Collaboration [42]. The CSPM results
are obtained as Δ ¼ 1=ðη=sÞ [7]. The black dashed line both in
(a) and (b) corresponds to extrapolation from CSPM at higher
temperatures.
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Figure 7(b) shows 1=ðη=sÞ and the dimensionless quantity,
ðε − 3pÞ=T4, obtained from lattice simulations [41]. We
make the ansatz that the temperature dependence of inverse
of η=s is equal to the dimensionless trace anomaly Δ ¼
ðε − 3pÞ=T4 [15]. The inverse of η=s is in qualitative
agreement with Δ over a wide range of temperatures with
the LQCD simulations [41]. The maximum in Δ corre-
sponds to the minimum in η=s. BothΔ and η=s describe the
transition from a strongly coupled QGP to a weakly
coupled QGP. This result is shown in Fig. 7(b).
We are not aware of any theoretical work which directly

relates the trace anomaly with the shear viscosity to entropy
density ratio. However, the bulk viscosity ζ is related to
both Δ and η [49]. A detailed study based on low energy
theorems and the lattice result for Δ shows that ζ=s rises
very fast close to the critical temperature in such a way that
its value at temperatures higher than T > 1.1Tc is quite
negligible [50]. It was observed that ζ scales as α4sη where
αs is the coupling constant. The trace anomaly Δ is
proportional to α2s [49].

IX. THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
OF THE EQUATION OF STATE C2

s

The QGP according to CSPM is born in local thermal
equilibrium because the initial temperature is determined at
the string level. We use CSPM coupled to hydrodynamics
to calculate the sound velocity. According to Bjorken boost
invariant 1D hydrodynamics the sound velocity is given
by [51]

1

T
dT
dτ

¼ −C2
s=τ ð28Þ

dT
dτ

¼ dT
dε

dε
dτ

ð29Þ

dε
dτ

¼ −Ts=τ; ð30Þ

where ε is the energy density, s the entropy density, τ the
proper time, and Cs the sound velocity. One can eliminate τ
using above expressions to obtain sound velocity as

s ¼ ð1þ C2
sÞ

ε

T
ð31Þ

dT
dε

s ¼ C2
s : ð32Þ

Since s ¼ ðεþ PÞ=T and P ¼ ðε − ΔT4Þ=3 one can
express C2

s in terms of ξ

C2
s ¼

�
ξe−ξ

1 − e−ξ
− 1

��
−
1

3
þ Δ
12

×
1

N

�
; ð33Þ

where N is given by the dimensionless quantity ε=T4 [7].
ε is the Bjorken energy density [51]. Figure 8 shows a plot

of C2
s as a function of T along with the lattice calculations

[41]. The CSPM C2
s at T ∼ 200 MeV is 0.25, which is

∼10% higher than the LQCD value [41]. The CSPM
extrapolation continues to rise faster than LQCD at
T ∼ 230 MeV, but the agreement narrows in the approach
to the limiting value T ∼ 400 MeV. For T ∼ 400 MeV the
CSPM and LQCD C2

s values agree within errors at
C2
s ∼ 0.31. The CSPM equation of state summarizes the

data based temperature dependence of the hot nuclear
matter.

X. COMPARISON WITH HEAVY IONS

This is the first work to obtain the initial temperature at
time ∼1 fm=c in pp collisions at LHC energies using
CSPM. Since the color suppression factor FðξÞ can be
normalized by the nucleon interaction area it is natural to
compare it with the heavy ions results. In our earlier work
FðξÞ was obtained in Auþ Au collisions at

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼
200 GeV for various centralities using STAR data [7].
The results are shown in Fig. 5 along with pp (CMS)
and p̄p (E735) collisions. It is observed that FðξÞ as a
function of dNc=Δη scaled by the transverse interaction area
falls on a universal scaling curve for both hadron-hadron and
nucleus-nucleus collisions. FðξÞ values in high multiplicity
events in pp collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 13 TeV are similar to those
obtained in most central events in Auþ Au collisions atffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 200 GeV. This shows the importance of the string
density magnitudes in these collisions. In Fig. 6 the temper-
atures from Auþ Au collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p
NN ¼ 200 GeV are

compared with the pp collisions. In high multiplicity events
for pp collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 13 TeV the temperature is the
same as in most central events in Auþ Au.
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FIG. 8. The speed of sound from CSPM versus T for pp at
13 TeV (black star) and Auþ Au at 200 GeV (blue solid circle).
Lattice QCD results are shown as red band [41]. Extrapolated
results from CSPM at higher temperatures are shown as green
band. The physical hadron gas with resonance mass cut off
M ≤ 2.5 GeV is shown as blue band [11].
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The η=s values as a function of temperature from
Auþ Au at

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 200 GeV and Pbþ Pb at
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼
2.76 TeV collisions is shown in Fig. 7(a) along with pp
collisions. The η=s value is similar both in the high
multiplicity pp collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 13 TeV and in most
central collisions in Auþ Au at

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 200 GeV. This
shows that the QGP created in high multiplicity pp
collisions is strongly coupled. The similarity between high
multiplicity pp events and Auþ Au indicates that the
thermalization in both systems is reached through the
stochastic process (Hawking-Unruh) rather than kinetic
approach (thermalization at later times) [23].

XI. SUMMARY

We have used the color string percolation model (CSPM)
to explore the initial stage of high energy nucleon-nucleon
collisions and determined the thermalized initial temper-
ature of the hot nuclear matter at an initial time ∼1 fm=c. In
LQCD the upper temperature limit of the nonperturbative
region is T ∼ 400 MeV.
In a high energy nucleon-nucleon collision many strings

are produced. The high number of strings randomly overlap
and the resultant color sources have higher string tension.
The nonperturbative Schwinger mechanism QED2 operates
on the color sources to extract color neutral q − q̄ from the
vacuum. The q − q̄ pairs subsequently hadronize. The net
result of the coherent non-Abelian color source formation is
the increase in transverse momentum and a reduction in the
multiplicity. The string formation process also produces
large deceleration of the colliding nucleons and forms an
event horizon. The q − q̄ barrier penetration of the event
horizon limits the available information and the observed
pion spectra exhibit a maximum entropy temperature
through the Hawking-Unruh mechanism.

When the percolation density parameter ξ ¼ 1.2 is rea-
ched a macroscopic spanning cluster appears that describes
a connected system of q − q̄ pairs. At the percolation
critical transition the temperature is Th ¼ 167.7 MeV. At
lower values of ξ smaller droplet formation of qq̄ is
indicated. The percolation transition is known to represent
a continuous phase transition. LQCD has characterized the
hadron to the QGP transition as a cross-over without a
latent heat. The clustering of string begins at ∼147 MeV.
The pseudocritical temperature at the center of the perco-
lation phase transition ∼159 MeV is in reasonable agree-
ment with the LQCD pseudocritical value of ∼155 MeV.
CSPM is used to compute the thermodynamics of the

initial stage of pp collisions at LHC energies for temper-
ature, for the shear viscosity to entropy density ratio,
the trace anomaly and the sound velocity. The data are obta-
ined from published CMS results at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 0.9–13 TeV.
A universal scaling of the color reduction factor is obtained
for both pp and Aþ A. For high multiplicity events atffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 7 and 13 TeV the temperature is well above the
universal hadronization temperature indicating that the
matter created is in the deconfined phase. The thermali-
zation in both pp and Auþ Au is reached through the
stochastic process (Hawking-Unruh) rather than kinetic
approach. The small η=s near the transition temperature
also suggests the formation of a strongly coupled QGP.
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